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FENDI Timepieces Presents
the Fendimania Bracelet Watch for Women and Men

The signature watch enriched with a contemporary bracelet 

The Fendimania Collection welcomes the Fendimania Bracelet, a new version of the signature watch for women and men with 

a modern bracelet accented by the iconic FF logo-shaped bezel, for a structured yet elegant aesthetic. 

A modern take on the distinctive silhouette 

A bracelet enriches the Fendimania design, adding a contemporary twist to the watch and complementing the Collection 

with new bold yet elegant versions.

The Fendimania Bracelet for women is fitted with a bracelet that is seamlessly integrated into the structure of the case. Its 

delicately curved links, enhanced by alternating finishes, contrast with the streamlined design of the watch case. Graced 

with mother-of-pearl and diamonds on the dial, the timepiece blends elegance and modernity. 

On the other hand, the Fendimania timepiece for men reveals its bold character through a daring interplay of shapes and 

textures. The square case, evoking the bespoke FF logo, is enhanced with beveled edges for a sporty allure. The black dial 

combines a graphic pattern and retro-inspired Arabic numerals, whilst the bracelet, distinguished by curved elongated 

links, softens the rigorous silhouette of the watch. 

Combining a timeless style with a fashion-forward appeal, the Fendimania Bracelet for women and men reveals a new 

modern vision on the signature Collection. 

About FENDI Timepieces

FENDI, the Italian luxury House with roots dating back to 1925, began its foray into the world of luxury timepieces in 1988. 

Since then, FENDI Timepieces has unveiled some of the most iconic wrist designs for women and men combining Italian 

taste and Swiss craftsmanship and focusing on the opulence of materials and colors. All FENDI Timepieces are manufactured 

in Switzerland.
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The two-tone Fendimania timepiece for women is enriched by a 

large link bracelet embodying contemporary elegance.

Framed by a squared case in the shape of the iconic FF logo, 

the Fendimania Bracelet is designed for the modern FENDI man.  
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Technical Specifications

F100202103 

Case 24 x 20 mm 

 Stainless steel case with polished yellow gold-colored stainless steel FF logo bezel 

 Yellow gold-colored stainless steel crown with engraved FF logo 

 Case back with engraved FF logo 

 Sapphire crystal 

Dial White mother-of-pearl dial set with 2 diamonds at 12 and 6 o’clock (approx. 0.01 carat)

Hands Yellow gold-colored hands 

Bracelet Polished stainless steel bracelet with satin-brushed yellow gold-colored stainless steel 
central links 

 Stainless steel folding buckle with engraved FENDI logo 

Movement Swiss-made quartz movement (hours and minutes)

Water resistance 50 meters (165 feet/5 ATM)
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Technical Specifications

F132020301  

Case 40 x 40 mm 

 Black-colored stainless steel case with polished FF logo bezel 

 Crown and case back with engraved FF logo

 Sapphire crystal

Dial Black sunray dial

 Yellow gold-colored minute track, indexes and Arabic numerals 

Hands Yellow gold-colored hands 

Bracelet Polished black-colored stainless steel bracelet with satin-brushed central links 

 Black-colored stainless steel folding buckle with engraved FENDI logo 

Movement Swiss-made quartz movement (hours and minutes)

Water resistance 50 meters (165 feet/5 ATM)


